Revised Procedures to follow for all attending or riding in a C&CCC Club
Organised TT Hill Climb Events, during the Covid-19 Pandemic Period.
HQ locations: Corndean Lane, Winchcombe - in layby at foot of Lane.
Salters Hill Climb (near Hailes Abbey, Winchcombe) – Near lower cattle grid
1. No members of the public can be involved in the running of an event on the day, nor if they
have a PHE/NHS letter advising that they currently shield.
2. Though a person involved in the event maybe within a current age banding where the UK
Government advice is to limit social contact, they may still be involved as long as they follow
the guidance provided below. However, anyone who is feeling unwell or has any symptoms
for Covid-19 as defined by the UK Government, MUST NOT attend this event. Reasonable
notice from the event time keepers, and marshal, to be provided to the TT captain, where
possible. The TT captain will have a ‘non contact’ infrared body thermometer for use if there
are any concerns. Any person with an above normal reading will be asked to leave the event.
3. The marshal handling signs is to use nitrile gloves issued to him by the TT captain. The
marshal to collect, put out, collect and return the signs and flag to the store container. No
other person is to handle these items. The gloves are to be disposed of responsibly. The
signage storage container will have no access until the next event, the following week.
4. The TT captain to wash his hands from the start of the event and maintain the current social
distance recommendations at all times from others involved in the event. The marshal will
be familiar with the course and signage layout drawing, before arrival and collection of the
signs and flag. The marshals Hi-Viz will be washed before issue. The TT Captain to check
with the marshal that they have read and understood the marshals help sheet. Telephone
numbers are to be exchanged.
5. HQ parking is outdoors in the Layby and considerable care must be taken while parking for
the Salters Hill Climb, due to restricted parking. It would be ideal for the majority of riders to
ride to this event. Riders are asked to park sensibly and avoid parking close to entrance
areas, with no close parking. Please be courteous, respectful and maintain social distancing
at all times to members of the public and others involved with the event.
6. Riders are reminded to bring the correct change and show the money to the time keepers at
the sign on desk, and place the money in the entry fee box. The time keepers will have the
option to use nitrile gloves, provided by the TT captain, and dispose of afterwards in the
waste bag provided.
7. Riders are asked to bring their own pen to sign on and complete the form in capital letters,
so to be clearly read. Should a rider not bring a pen, they can use one provided in the ‘clean
pen container’ and once used place the pen in the ‘used pen container’. Hand sanitiser is
provided for use.
8. Assuming riders will attend the event in normal cycle clothing (not a skin suit), all riders are
advised to bring their own safety pins to secure their number. If not, please use those
provided and use the hand sanitiser provided.
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9. Riders are to queue at the required social distance (currently 1 metre +) to sign on and
collect their race number. The numbers would have been cleaned before issue, but riders
are advised to wear nitrile gloves when handling and returning, if practical. Alternatively use
the hand sanitiser provided.
10. There will be no rider gatherings in the HQ car park areas nor are there any refreshments
provided. Riders are to bring their own refreshments and maintain social distancing at ALL
times.
11. There will be NO results provided after the event. Results will be posted within 24 hours on
the C&CCC website.
12. Hand sanitisers will be provided for general use, and waste bags.
13. There are NO Toilets provided, so please familiarise yourselves with local amenity and plan
accordingly.
14. There are no changing facilities provided.
15. The use of Turbo trainers for warming up are NOT permitted. All warming up to be on the
public highway. No warming up on the course (only to descent if necessary) once the event
starts due to the road widths.
16. The start for the Corndean Lane event is only a short distance (approx. 150 metres) from the
HQ layby, and there must have no more than THREE riders at the start line, socially
distanced at 1 m intervals, following the road markings. For Salters Hill, the start is clearly
visible from the HQ area, and 1 metre social distancing must apply, with NO mass gatherings
near the start, and riders are to safely space themselves down the lane.
17. At the start location, the time keeper is to social distance from the riders at all times, but
standing a further distance is more desirable.
18. There will be NO pushing off of riders at the start of the race.
19. The use of 2up + TTTs + tandems are NOT permitted.
20. In accordance with current TT Rules there must be NO gatherings at the finish line nor
dialogue with the time keeper. The rider is to return to their vehicle and after returning their
race number to the TT Captain, to leave the event.
Please could everyone attending the clubs TT Event, be respectful to all event organisers and
members of the public they may come in contact with. Please be patient and understanding
and with all your support and cooperation we can run these hill climb events.
Stay Safe

Gary Rickards
TT Captain
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